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Abstract 
 

This paper explores the concept of so called author identity as a type of communication strategy in 
written academic texts (research articles) that are traditionally regarded as impersonal and non-
interactive texts. I claim that interaction in written texts can be viewed as a multi-faceted phenomenon. 
Author identity is investigated through the use of personal pronouns: I aim to reveal how first-person 
singular pronouns in particular may help writers establish their relationship with prospective readers 
as well as the particular academic discourse community. First-person singular pronouns are 
investigated both quantitatively in frequency analysis and qualitatively with respect to discourse 
functions they perform in research articles. A comparative insight of the paper, which lies in 
comparing research articles in economics and linguistics, reflects cross-disciplinary variation in the 
use of first-person singular pronouns. 
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Writer identity and impersonality 
 
Academic writing has been stereotypically associated with impersonality and seen as 
implementing a sense of detachment. Such a stance, which diminishes the role of the author 
and gives preference to ‘objective’ facts, has been widely advanced by a number of 
handbooks and style guides for students and science novices as well as textbooks. This view 
of academic writing as impersonal has been partly a result of understanding the written text as 
a non-interactive medium. 
     The concept of impersonality in linguistics is an unquestionably complex and multifaceted 
phenomenon: it subsumes a number of ‘techniques’ and discoursal strategies how to be 
impersonal. However, the aim here is not to study various means of expressing impersonality 
but rather focus on some facets of revealing writer identity as a type of communication 
strategy. This is in accord with recent research into the interactive nature of academic writing 
that has unanimously acknowledged its interactive character. It has been shown especially in 
the studies by Hyland (1998, 2002), Kuo (1999), and Myers (1989). Much influential is 
Myers’s (1998) approach which is based on pragmatic view of interaction in scientific articles 
on the background of the dynamic reader-writer relationship as suggested in the framework of 
politeness strategies by Brown and Levinson (1987).  
     Instrumental seems (though not exclusively) Hyland’s (2002) viewpoint of impersonality 
in academic texts as the general concept which is manifest in two broad categories: writer 
identity and the myth of impersonality. Thus, impersonality can be treated within the two 
categories as reflected by two lexico-grammatical forms: the use of pronouns and the passive 
voice, respectively. In the present account, the aim is to study writer identity as realized by 
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particular personal pronouns, but first let us have a closer look on what lies behind the 
impersonal streaming of academic texts. 
     As mentioned above, impersonality of academic texts is commonly recommended by 
various books on writing styles. Here are some suggestions in which the authors strongly 
advise to avoid personal voice in academic writing: 

 
           (1) Much academic and professional writing is best presented from the third-person point of                                 
          view ..., which puts the subject in the foreground. The I point of view is usually inappropriate in      
          such contexts because, by focusing attention on the writer, it pushes the subject into the   
          background (Hacker 47). 
          (2) The total paper is considered to be the work of the writer. You don’t have to say ‘I think’ or    
          ‘My opinion is’ in the paper. ... Traditional formal writing does not use I or we in the body of   
          the paper (Spencer and Arbon 26). 
          (3) To the scientists it is unimportant who observed the chemical reaction: only the observation   
          itself is vital. Thus the active voice sentence is inappropriate. In this situation, passive voice and  
          the omission of the agent are justified (qtd. in Hyland 351). 

 
Understandably, the aim is not to overgeneralize by drawing overtly simple conclusions: 
despite promoting ‘traditional formal writing’ not all guides on style assume the same strict 
position on the phenomena discussed. For example, in (4) the author offers explanation and 
context for the previous opinion in (1). In the case of the passive voice, the advice in (5) and 
(6) is quite erudite: 

 
          (4) Writers who are aware that the first-person point of view is sometimes viewed as   
          inappropriate in academic writing often overgeneralise the rule. Concluding that the word I is   
          never appropriate, they go to extreme lengths to avoid it (Hacker 50). 
          (5) Prefer active verbs: Active verbs express meaning more emphatically and vigorously than   
          their weaker counterparts – form of the verb be or verbs in the passive voice. ... Verbs in the   
          passive voice lack strength because their subjects receive the action instead of doing it.  
          Although the forms of be and passive verbs have legitimate uses, if an active verb can carry  
          your meaning, use it (Hacker 164-165). 
          (6) Prefer the active voice: In the active voice, the subject of the sentence does the action; in the   
          passive, the subject receives the action. Although both voices are grammatically correct, the  
          active voice is usually more effective because it is simpler, more direct, and less wordy (Hacker   
          314). 

 
     The foregoing discussion might imply that we are too much obsessed with relatively 
unproblematic linguistic phenomena: how does it matter in presenting true scientific facts 
whether the author employs the third-person it instead of first-person I? However, recent 
research into the disciplinary nature of academic writing has shown that “[t]he words [authors] 
choose must present their ideas in ways that make most sense to their readers, and part of this 
involves adopting an appropriate identity” (Hyland 2002:352).  

 
Writer identity and disciplinary variation 
 
Seminal for the ongoing discussion is Hacker’s (1994) remark in (4) in which she calls for the 
authorial responsibility to conclude and decide on the appropriate use of I. The choice of an 
appropriate pronoun is determined not only by its rhetorical function but there are disciplinary 
variations and preferences developed within discourse communities that communicate 
through various kinds of discourse products, in our case research articles. Hence, the aim of 
the paper is to reveal how writer identity is reflected in research articles from two disciplines: 
linguistics and economics. To narrow down the concept of ‘writer identity’ the assumption is 
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that a “writer’s identity is created by, and revealed through, the use or absence of the I 
pronoun” (Hyland 2002:352). Moreover, the focus will be also on second-person you pronoun 
which, together with I, has a strategic role in making the speaker and addressee impersonal for 
certain reasons (Brown and Levinson 1987). 
     The paper is intended as a qualitative analysis of the use of the pronouns I and you in 
research articles from two disciplines. For this reason, the frequency of occurrence of the two 
pronouns served as a basis for qualitative analysis. The occurrences were examined (i) with 
respect to their function of exclusive first-person sg. pronoun, i.e. author pronoun (cf. Hyland 
2002) which is used to refer only to the writer; and (ii) with respect to non-referential, 
impersonal function of you in academic texts. 
     The corpus consists of 24 research articles from theoretical linguistics (Journal of 
Linguistics – JL) and economics (The Economic Journal – EJ) published in 2004 and 2005. 
Understandably, the pronoun I was studied only on the single-author subcorpus (12 journals) 
whereas second-person you was examined in the whole corpus. The two disciplines were 
chosen intentionally with the aim to reveal disciplinary variation in the use of personal 
pronouns in theoretical linguistics and economics. It is expected that the comparative aspect 
of the analysis will reveal some cross-disciplinary variation attributed to the differences 
between the humanities and social sciencies. 
     To my knowledge, the two journals do not have any editorial policy regarding the use of 
pronouns. The corpus comprises approximately 220,000 running words; the article length is 
on average 9,100 words.  
 

The pronouns I and you: theoretical considerations 
 
The study of the use of personal pronouns contributes to the investigation of how context 
interacts with language in terms of grammar. The personal pronouns (together with 
demonstrative pronouns and some adverbials) form the deictic system of language whose 
function is to ‘locate’ discourse (Halliday and Hasan 1976; Lyons 1995) in the wider extra-
linguistic context of ‘here and now’. They are the means of interpersonal and intersubjective 
communication since their function is to constitute the roles of the speaker and addressee 
primarily in face-to-face communication. Rounds (1987) characterizes them as 

 
[e]mpty signs waiting to be filled in the instances of discourse, since the deictics do not refer to 
any objective reality but must constantly refer to the instance of discourse that contains them. ... 
By their constant self-reference, these signs function to mark the process of appropriation, the 
process by which users take over the resources of language for their own purposes. [therefore] 
personal pronouns are at the intersection of the grammatical and pragmatic subsystems of 
language.  (14, my italics) 
 

     Generally, the personal pronouns are distinguished for first, second, and third person; 
semantically they are classified (Huddleston and Pullum 2002; Lyons 1968; Quirk et al. 1985) 
within the categories of coding, specific reference, or the utterance-act roles: 1st person – 
speaker inclusion, 2nd person – addressee inclusion, 3rd person – speaker and addressee 
exclusion. Inherently exophoric pronouns I and you are identifiable with the participants of 
communication – they mutually express participant roles in the speech event, and are treated 
as pure deictics that do not supply any additional information on the part of the speaker or 
addressee. In what follows, I will look at the uses of personal pronouns with respect to their 
communication function in research articles. 
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The pronoun I 
 
The pronoun I is the most evident marker of an author’s presence in a text; it is an effective 
way of projecting a strong writer identity. Therefore, the aim is to reveal whether the two 
disciplines under research employ the pronouns in the same conventions in either supporting a 
strong identity or downplaying personal role of the writer. 
     Basically, I refers to the speaker; its function in academic texts has been mainly studied 
(Hyland 2002; Kuo 1999; Rounds 1987) according to its exclusive role of an author pronoun 
(often in analogy with we). However, some research (Rounds 1987) revealed that apart from 
its exclusive speaker-utterance role I can also be used when the speaker-teacher posits 
himself/herself to the role of spokesperson for the discipline: 

 
(7) Now, the way I’m going to define my trig functions,  ... is I’m going to call the sine of 
t ...I’m going to say that the sine associated with this height y ...  (Rounds 17). 
 

Needless to stress that (7) is a manifestation of spoken language; therefore I would be careful 
to draw any general validity and applicability of the claim to the written text. 
     For the purposes of the present analysis, the pronoun I was investigated on the single-
author segment of the articles in the corpus due to the nonexistence of I- occurrences in multi-
author articles for obvious reasons. Quantitatively, I (me, my) appears 344 times in the corpus 
(Table 1); the cross-disciplinary comparison reveals 18.5% frequency in economics texts 
versus 81.5% in linguistics texts. In order to highlight this relatively profound variation 
between the two disciplines, the pronoun I has been treated with respect to two aspects that 
seem to play a decisive role in its function in a text: (i) the various ‘writer roles’ and  (ii) the 
use in a particular section in the text. Briefly, the aim is to suggest whether and how these two 
aspects interplay. 
 
Table 1 Frequency of I and you in the corpus2  
 

The Economic Journal 
79,467 words 

Journal of Linguistics 
138,393 words 

TOTAL 
217,860 words 

  Personal 
pronouns 

number % number % number % 
1st person sg  40 18.5 304 81.5 344 100 
I 26 11.9 278 74.5 304 88.4 
me 0 0 3 0.74 3 0.87 
my 14 6.6 23 6.3 37 10.73 
2nd person  6/68 2.52/28.57 2/162 0.84/68.1 238 100 
you 6/68 2.52/28.57 2/162 0.84/68.1 238 100 
your  0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
     There are a great number of classifications of functions of personal pronouns in academic 
texts. Tang and John (1999) present a typology of six I functions that develops Ivanic’s 1998 
concept of a continuum of I’s with respect to the degree of authorial power: (1) I as the 
representative, (2) I as the guide through essay, (3) I as the architect of the essay, (4) I as the 
recounter of the research process, (5) I as the opinion holder, and (6) I as the originator 
(1999:25). Hyland (2001) focuses on self-mention as a valuable communication strategy for 
stressing a writer’s contribution in terms of the use of self-citation so as to “both strongly 
identify oneself with a particular argument and to gain credit for one’s individual perspective 
or research decision” (212), mainly in the humanities and social sciences papers. In Hyland’s 
words (2001:224) “self-mention is important because it plays a crucial role in mediating the 
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relationship between writers’ arguments and their discourse communities, allowing writers to 
create an identity as both disciplinary servant and persuasive originator.” In the present 
research, writer roles have been defined according both to the functions of personal pronouns 
just mentioned and the most frequent occurrence of I in the corpus: every single pronoun was 
examined with respect to its rhetorical function with the help of the verb accompanying the 
pronoun. Together with Hyland (2002:355) the four main – basic – writer roles that appear in 
the corpus are specified as follows:  
 

1. explaining what was done: “I examined property and land taxation in a wider 
economic perspective” (ME 100). 

2. structuring the discourse (metadiscourse): “In this section, I discuss some general 
properties of complex systems” (DSE 226). 

3. showing a result: “My findings indicate that focus structure plays a considerable 
role in split transitivity, and support the analysis ...” (BL 258). 

4. making a claim: “I suggest that the Matrix Sense could only have become 
associated with ‘time’ ...” (EL 62). 

 
The accompanying verbs are important in specifying and classifying the rhetorical role of I: 
out of 22 verbs, the most frequent verb in both disciplines is argue, followed by show, 
propose and suggest. The verbs are in present simple; some are used with modals (would like 
to) and will (especially the verbs argue, show and suggest). 
     When examining the use of I in a particular section of the article it was found out that all 
single-author texts in both disciplines do not follow a similar ‘visible’ and structuring pattern 
that would suggest the rhetorical development of the argument. Therefore, I decided to 
‘measure’ this on the background of the only existing framework for treating the research-
article structure: the IMRD model (Swales 1990). Though the IMRD model reflects the 
structure of experimental research articles, here it has been employed as a useful, but a mere 
tool that might help us generate the structure of the argumentative articles in the corpus in 
general features. Interestingly, only the Introduction and Conclusion (Discussion in the IMRD 
model) sections have been marked explicitly though with some disciplinary differences: all 
the JL articles have both the sections mentioned whereas the EJ articles open with an untitled 
section in place of introduction and have only Conclusion marked visibly. Such a 
heterogeneous structuring of articles is most probably given by the editorial policy of both 
journals and therefore it will not be the object of the present study.  
     In contrast to Methods and Results, the respective chapters in the corpus have topic-related 
titles which sometimes do not clearly distinguish and reflect the individual steps and phases of 
investigation and therefore make the text more difficult to decode superficially. On the other 
hand, such structuring is quite logical if we are aware of the argumentative character of the 
texts; instead of ‘methods’ they present ‘considerations’ or ‘models’; ‘results’ and 
‘discussions’are usually treated within ‘conclusion’. 
     Most of the uses of I in the EJ subcorpus reflect the rhetorical move structuring the 
discourse (Table 2), i.e. guiding the reader through the article which is not a strong 
authoritative role: 
 

(8) In this Section, I discuss some general properties of complex systems. My objective is not 
to define complexity per se ... For my purposes, complex systems are those comprised of a set 
of a heterogeneous agents ... What distinguishes complexity ... is the presence of the aggregate 
properties I describe (DSE 226). 
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Table 2 Semantic references of I  in relation to rhetorical functions in The EJ 
 
The EJ   40 items Introduction Methods/ 

Considerations
Results Discussion/ 

Conclusion 
Total

1. What was done 1 1 1 0 3 
2. Structuring the discourse 8 7 1 8 24 
3. Showing a result 0 0 0 0 0 
4. Making a claim 0 0 2 11 13 
Total 9 8 4 19 40 
  

Regarding the occurrence of I in individual sections in the EJ articles, it appears most 
frequently in Discussion/Conclusion part, which does not seem to correlate with the rhetorical 
move of structuring the discourse which would be expected to serve as rhetorical ‘guidelines’. 
However, in this case it is the rhetorical move making a claim that abounds in I, which is 
quite normal as this move is expected to present observations and to draw results with a 
stronger authoritative bias. Still, we would be careful to draw any decisive conclusion about 
this frequency, because these 11 occurrences appear in DE article: this text is highly 
theoretical and speculative as its title – Complexity and empirical economics – suggests. It 
flows with the phrases bringing a strong authoritative claim: in my own reading, my general 
conclusion, in my view, as my brief conclusion has indicated, as my discussion, I suspect etc. 
In the context of all single-author texts in the corpus, this is the only text with such a strong 
author voice visible. To sum up, the EJ articles seem to rather avoid the authorial voice 
indicated by I. 
     In contrast to economics texts, the articles in linguistics show (Table 3) proportionally a 
much higher number of I-pronouns (304 items = 81.5%). Similarly to the EJ texts, the articles 
from JL also employ I in introductory sections to reveal structuring of discourse, sometimes in 
even so much frequently within one paragraph: 
 

(9) In this paper, I study the distribution of third person pro-drop in Standard Finnish, 
Hebrew ... I discuss a variety of data from these languages in the light of Ariel’s (1990) 
theory ... In section 3, I discuss three syntactic accounts ..., and I show that none of these 
theories can account for the whole data. I conclude that a detailed theory of discourse 
anaphora is necessary (GL 465). 

 

Table 3 Semantic references of I in relation to rhetorical functions in JL 
 
JL   304 items Introduction Methods/ 

Considerations
Results Discussion/ 

Conclusion 
Total

1. What was done 1 18 6 0 25 
2. Structuring the discourse 51 99 16 4 170 
3. Showing a result 0 33 4 13 50 
4. Making a claim 0 43 11 5 59 
Total 52 193 37 22 304 
 

Frequent is also the use of I when making a claim (10) and showing results in (11) and (12): 

(10) The view I am proposing, however, entails that this inference is INVALID.Since I claim 
that the truth conditions of ... (CL 13). 
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(11) To sum up, in section 4.2.1, I have considered five saliency-related factors ... I have also 
provided evidence for the effect of all factors except agenthood ... Finally, I have 
demonstrated the varying degrees of antecedent accessibility ... (GL 482). 
(12) My findings indicate that focus structure plays a considerable role in split transitivity, and 
support the analysis ... (BL 258). 

 
Regarding the rhetorical moves in JL texts, it is the section Methods/Considerations that has 
most I-occurrences: they function in structuring the discourse by giving the reader signals 
what will be done. 
     If we compare the two disciplines, there is a marked difference in the frequency of I-
occurrences which speaks for impersonal tenor of economics. In contrast, there is little 
difference in the use of I in rhetorical functions and particular sections of the articles. In Table 
4, the pronoun I has the main function in structuring the discourse and it appears mainly in 
Methods/Consideration section: it seems that most authors tend to structure every larger 
chapter so as to reveal the steps by clearly suggesting what, by whom, where and how will be 
discussed. Such a tendency is obvious mainly in linguistics texts, where the use of I is also 
evident in overtly expressing opinion (apart from non-authoritative recounting the research 
process) in contrast to economics where the writers seem to structure the text and persuade the 
reader quite impersonally by employing mathematical figures and statistics (see McCloskey 
1994). Nonetheless, there is no a complete correlation between particular rhetorical moves 
and individual sections of articles: according to the corpus, we cannot claim that, for example, 
the rhetorical move what was done is manifest exclusively in Introduction.  
 
 
Table 4 Semantic references of I in relation to rhetorical functions in The EJ and JL 
 
The EJ + JL 
344 items 

Introduction Methods/ 
Consideration 

Results Discussion/ 
Conclusion 

Total

1. What was done 2 19 7 0 28 
2. Structuring the discourse 59 106 17 12 194 
3. Showing a result 0 33 4 13 50 
4. Making a claim 0 43 13 16 72 
Total 61 201 41 41 344 
 

The pronoun you 
 
In Table 1 there are two figures for second-person pronouns: the first figure shows the 
occurrence of you (your, yourself, yourselves) in the corpus – together eight times (0.3% of all 
pronouns) which is quite an insignificant minority. It appears in four articles: three are from 
EJ and one from JL subcorpus. The second figure stands for so called hidden you (cf. Kuo 
1999) of the imperative whose occurrence in the corpus (9.1%) exceeds overt you. 
     The exophoric pronoun you is typically used as a deictic device for the speech role 
‘addressee’ according to which it refers to an “addressee or a group including at least one 
addressee but no speaker” (Huddleston and Pullum 1463) and it is usually characterized as a 
less formal substitute for one. The pronoun is overtly interactive in its nature as it directly 
draws the addressee to the on-line process of communication. The pronoun is used either in its 
‘primary’ meaning, i.e. when referring to a specific person (e.g. You are my best friend) in its 
exclusive meaning; or in its ‘secondary’ use when you does not denote a particular person but 
people in general: the non-referential, generic, or impersonal you (You can never tell). The 
low frequency of you in the corpus can be attributed to its overtly interactive nature due to the 
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direct reference to the addressee which is typical of speech. For this primary use, Kuo 
suggests that “from the perspective of the reader-writer relationship in a journal article, you 
could sound offensive or detached since it separates readers, as a different group, from the 
writer. ... [t]he writer must appeal to their [readers’] approval of the knowledge claims” (126). 
     The generic you in its non-referential meaning and the semantically inclusive sense is 
present in all uses in the corpus, see (13) – (15).  
 

(13) For example, if you assert that tamen quxiao-le na-chang bisai ‘They cancelled the game’ 
in the first clause, you cannot possibly contradict this by ...  (XML 336). 
(14) In other words, it is not so much what you say you do, but how you do it (BLE 102). 
(15) In this context, the well-known Solow paradox – that you could see computers 
everywhere but in the productivity statistics – appears less puzzling and in fact ... (CE 348). 

 
Moreover, its function in scientific contexts can have a specific shade of reference to the 
“speaker’s rather than the hearer’s life or experiences” (Quirk et al. 354). In this sense, 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) talk about generalized exophoric reference of you in which the 
referent is taken “as it were immanent in all contexts of situation” (53): you is not 
individualized – it (together with one) refers to any human self-respecting individual. 
     Apart from its overt generic use, the pronoun is much more frequent in the corpus in its 
covert, imperative (hidden) form (Table 1 – figures in brackets); it is used with the following 
verbs of expressing thinking and presupposition such as consider, see, note, suppose, notice, 
compare, recall, observe, assume, define: 
 

(16) Imagine now that the marked value of PI in figure I allows local scrambling (versus no 
scrambling) and the marked value of P2 ... (FSL 527). 
(17) ..., see Muellbauer and Murphy (1997) for further discussion (ME 104). 

 
Though the imperatives appear in various sections across the articles, they tend to accumulate 
in the introductory parts where the author(s) explain the objectives, methods, materials and 
offer literature sources, i.e. in parts which are connected with the procedure of the research. 
Therefore the imperatives frequently introduce and precede equations and examples:  

 
(18) Consider the noun phrase these boys and girls and its corresponding c- and f-structures in 
[27] (KDL 79). 

 

     As for the disciplinary variation, the sparse use of overt you does not seem to have any 
specific rhetorical functions apart from those just mentioned. In its generic function, you can 
have the role of an informal equivalent of one. In its covert form it is almost three times as 
much frequent in texts from the JL (68.1%) which provide any conclusive evidence. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Nonetheless to say that appropriate language choices are a necessary prerequisite of effective 
academic writing. The appropriate language choices subsume not only the techniques for 
managing the presentation of meaning in terms of content but also employ certain 
communication strategies for presenting the writer in a text. The writer has many ‘choices’ 
how to present the self and this interpersonal aspect of academic writing has immense 
importance in spreading academic argument. McCloskey (120) claims that “writing of all 
kinds and scientific writing too, is a little drama in which the writer chooses the roles.” Writer 
roles and writer identity were examined through the use of the pronouns I and you that 
indicate the author’s identity most strongly and are signals of a certain authoritative role in a 
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text. The present research has revealed certain disciplinary variation between two disciplines. 
In theoretical linguistics, the author of the article is more embedded in a text: the discipline 
shows five as much higher use of I in contrast to economics where the author seems to 
employ the communication strategy of arguing and persuading by statistics, figures and proofs 
which raises abstraction of the texts. Nevertheless, it is doubtful whether more numerous use 
of I in linguistics is a proof of a stronger writer identity, because the pronoun is used in rather 
auxiliary function of structuring the discourse. Though the present research is only a probe 
into a more complex phenomenon, it can bring more understanding and awareness of writer 
identity – writer-self – in academic texts: academic texts are not exclusively impersonal 
entities flowing with passives and nominalizations. On the contrary, they offer choices in 
terms of specific communication strategies and it is our task to develop awareness of them. 
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